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University of Connecticut
East Building #0487

Site Plan

- Temporary walkway
- Construction trucking road
- Temporary access road for owner
- Skanska/visitor parking
- 6' high construction fence with dust net - privacy net Phase 2
- 6' high construction fence with dust net - privacy net Phase 1

Legend:
- 6' Fence
- 20'-0" Wide Gate
- 6' Wide Path From Face Of Building 20' Wide Gate For Skanska Trailers Distance of 400'
- 6' Wide Path From Face Of Building 20' Wide Gate Trailers Distance of 400'
- Temporary Septic Trailer
- 6' Wide Path From Face Of Building 20' Wide Gate Trailers Distance of 400'
- Temporary Water Tie-In For Skanska Trailers Distance of 400'
- Temporary Electrical Tie-In For Skanska Trailers Distance of 400'
- 20' Wide Gate (Signage - No Student Access)
- 20' Wide Gate (Main Construction Entrance From Mansfield Road)
- Temporary Paved Construction Road
- Maintain 20' Wide Access For Student Traffic From Face of Existing Curbs
- 20'-0" Wide Gate
- 6' Fence
- 16' Wide Gate
- 16' Wide Gate
- 16' Wide Gate
- 16' Wide Gate
- 20'-0" Wide Gate
- 20'-0" Wide Gate
- 20'-0" Wide Gate
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